Preventing the risk of re-hospitalization

A School of Social Welfare program, partnered with Lawrence Memorial Hospital, is designed to help high-risk elders reduce instances of re-hospitalization. Based on research that has demonstrated a reduction in depressive symptoms for older adults with chronic illness, it is intended to be a model for hospitals and communities.
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TODAY'S HEADLINES

The future of water in Kansas
 Persistent Kansas droughts and their consequences will be addressed in an upcoming symposium at KU. Beyond the Long Hot Summer: The Future of Water in Kansas, will take place Friday, Feb. 22.
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Transitional pediatric care
 A School of Nursing instructor seeks to identify ways to continue care of young patients after they leave the hospital, including answering questions caregivers may have about proper care and prescriptions, and helping them follow up with a primary-care provider.
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CAMPUS NEWS

Former LAC director joins Osher staff
 Ann Evans, founding executive director of the Lawrence Arts Center, has joined the Osher Lifelong Learning Institute as regional program manager.
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